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UHR3D – Ultrahigh Resolution 3D
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A new paradigm for geohazard assessment; regional multi-client survey focused not only on individual well site hazards, but also on illuminating geohazard trends over a large area

Ultrahigh resolution 3D (UHR3D) utilizing the P-cable system

Patented integrated navigation system – NavPoint Trawler

Partnership:  NCS – data acquisition and navigation/positioning
               Geotrace – data QC and processing
               Spec Partners – sales and licensing
Acquisition Parameters

- 18 x GeoEel Solid Cables at 12.5 m crossline spacing
- 16 groups/cable at 6.25 m spacing
- 12 phones/group providing > 5 Hz to 3 KHz
- Sample interval $\frac{1}{4}$ msec (processing sample interval $\frac{1}{2}$ msec)
- Cable depth of 2 m
- Single 210 cubic inch GI gun source
- Source depth of 3 m
NavPoint Trawler

GPS on energy source, paravanes, and “tri-points”
Magnetic compass in each junction box and at the tail of each streamer
Patented navigation solution
Post Migration Processing

Noise Elimination

Statics (Tidal, Gun Timing, etc.)

Post Stack Time Migration

Post Migration Processing
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Vertical and Horizontal Resolution

Gas and Faulting
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Why 3D?

- Penetration
- 3D Coverage
- Bandwidth
- Resolution

Dominant Frequency: 200Hz @ -10dB
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